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Ada I. Pressman Memorial Scholarship
Admiral Grace Murray Hopper Scholarship
Al Gardner Memorial Scholarship
Alice May Anderson Memorial Scholarship Fund
Alma Kuppinger Forman, PE Scholarship
Anne Maureen Whitney Barrow Memorial Scholarship
Anne Shen Smith Endowed Scholarship
Antonietta Lo Pardo Costa Scholarship
Avangrid Scholarship
B. J. Harrod Memorial Scholarship
B. K. Krenzer Memorial Reentry Scholarship
Baltimore-Washington Section Freshman Scholarship
Baltimore-Washington Section Scholarship
Bertha Lamme Memorial Scholarship
Betty Lou Bailey SWE Scholarship
Brill Family Scholarship
Carol Stephens SWE Scholarship
Central Illinois Section Scholarship
Central New Mexico - Legacy Scholarship
Central New Mexico - Pioneers Scholarship
Central New Mexico - Re-entry Scholarship
Charbonneau Family Scholarship
Columbia River Section Scholarship
Coral Jean Cotterell Achievement Scholarship
Detroit SWE 4 Life Endowed Scholarship
Dorothy Lemke Howarth Memorial Scholarship
Dorothy P. Morris Scholarship
Dr. Celeste Belcastro Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Ivy M. Parker Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Paula Marie Stenzler Legacy Scholarship for Engineering
Dubuque Area Society of Women Engineers Scholarship
Elizabeth McLean Memorial Scholarship
Ellacy Scholarship (coming in Fall 2025)
Ellen Hippeli Memorial Scholarship
Esther Williams Memorial Scholarship
Florence DiStefano Hudson SWE Scholarship (coming in Fall 2025)
Ford Motor Company Scholarship (Junior)
Ford Motor Company Scholarship (Sophomore)
Freeman Family Scholarship
Gary Stegeman Memorial Scholarship
Golden West Region Legacy Scholarship
Greeley and Hansen Nicole B. Spieles Memorial Scholarship
Heartland Scholarship 1
Heartland Scholarship 2
IBM Linda Sanford Women's Technical Advancement Scholarship
Irmgard Flugge-Lotz Memorial Scholarship
Jean Louis Le Gall Memorial Scholarship
Jill S. Tietjen, PE Scholarship
Josie E. Rewald Memorial Scholarship
Judith M. Resnik Memorial Scholarship
Judy Simmons Memorial Scholarship
Katherine F. Lindquist Memorial Scholarship
Lillian Moller Gilbreth Memorial Scholarship
Lisa Durham Memorial Scholarship
Lois Aileen Bey Memorial Scholarship
Lonnie Lee and Maria Elena Abernethy Endowment for Native Americans in Engineering
Lydia I. Pickup Memorial Scholarship
Mabel Esteves Memorial Scholarship
Margaret (Pritch) Pritchard Memorial Scholarship
Margaret R. Brewster Scholarship
Martha Maxwell Memorial Scholarship
Mary G. Ross Memorial Scholarship
Mary Gunther Memorial Freshman Scholarship
Mary Gunther Memorial Upperclass Scholarship
Mary Jones Berry Scholarship
Mary Nell Rogers Memorial Scholarship
Mary V. Munger Memorial Scholarship
MASWE Scholarship
Melanie Clampitt Memorial Scholarship
Meredith Thoms Memorial Scholarship
Michelle Tortolani Engineering Leadership Scholarship
Mid-Hudson Section Scholarship
Northwest Star Legacy Scholarship
Olive Lynn Salembier Memorial Re-entry Scholarship
Past Presidents Scholarship
Paula Loring Simon Scholarship
Phoenix Section Scholarship
Rebecca McNally Gilden Memorial Scholarship
Richmond Area Section Scholarship
Roberta Banaszak Gleiter - Engineering Endeavor Scholarship
Roberta Marie Stinson Scholarship
Rochelle Nicolette Perry Memorial Scholarship
RS&H Scholarship
Scott Barr Memorial Scholarship
Sharon Cascadden Memorial Scholarship
Sonora Region B Scholarship
Southeast Diamond Scholarship
Susan and Marvin Whatley Scholarship
Susan E. Stutz McDonald Scholarship
Susan Miszkowicz September 11 Memorial Scholarship
SWE - Los Angeles Section Scholarship
SWE Boston Mary Pottle Scholarship
SWE Central Indiana Section Scholarship
SWE Chicago Regional Section Scholarship
SWE Detroit Section Past Presidents' Scholarship
SWE Kansas City Section Scholarship
SWE Minnesota Section Scholarship
SWE New Jersey Section Scholarship
SWE Ohio State Section Scholarship
SWE Quad Cities/Muscatine Section Scholarship
SWE Rocky Mountain Section Scholarships
SWE-OC Endowed Scholarship
SWE-San Diego Scholarship
SWENext Scholarship
The Wolfs Family Scholarship
University of Alabama - Tuscaloosa Collegiate Section Scholarship
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities Scholarship
Virginia Counts / Betty Irish SWE for Life Scholarship
Wanda Munn Scholarship
Wendy Landwehr Memorial Scholarship
Willamette Valley Section Scholarship
Woon Family Scholarship